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PROJECT NY Office II Nymphenburger Höfe, Dachauer Straße 63-65 | 
Munich Maxvorstadt, Germany USE office | retail | underground garage   
COMPLETION 2010 CUBATURE 76,100 m³ SERVICES all planning 

services NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 17,000,000 CLIENT 
Nymphenburger Höfe Grundstücksgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG | Gräfelfing

COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE BUILDING AS PART OF A NEW CITY DISTRICT  
The architecture of the Nymphenburger Höfe has created an exceptional new district, 
providing space for 3000 people to live and work, merging perfectly with the urban 
setting of the city centre of Munich. The NY Office II was designed by sai and is sited 
on almost one quarter of the gross area of this major project; it illustrates well-thought-
out design and detail. The covered driveway and delivery area are integrated into the 
building; the attractive reception lounge and the spacious roof terraces more than meet 
the high expectations of the tenants. Equally, the flexible room layout created by the 
standardised dimension between axes of 1.35 m, cavity flooring and separate storage 
as well as archive and server rooms ensure long-term economical and adaptable use. 
2,500 m2 of the ground floor area have been developed for a quality supermarket.  



PALACE OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
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Taschkent, Usbekistan | 2010 

sai
PROJECT Palace of International Forums | Tashkent, Uzbekistan USE 

congress centre | official building for state ceremonies, conferences and 
culture COMPLETION 2010 SUBAREA 4,000 m2  SERVICES services 

for interior works: construction drawings | construction site management 
NET SUBCONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 6,000,000 CLIENT Teamkonzept 

GmbH | Munich DESIGN Ippolito Fleitz Group - Identity Architects | Stuttgart 

SUPERLATIVE CULTURAL BUILDING One of the most significant official buildings 
in Uzbekistan has been constructed in the heart of Tashkent on Amir Timur Square. sai 
designed a subsection of the major project, the Palace of International Forums, that 
captivates visitors through exquisite materials and inspiring use of light. The VIP foyer 
contains 18 crystal chandeliers, which hang in rectangular cupolas with indirect lighting 
as well as a 60m-long wall with projections and recesses, clad in sheet palladium. A 
handcrafted marble mosaic has been fitted into this precious metal wall; white and green 
Irish marble floors complete the elaborate interior fittings. The design also included the 
spacious stairway, which leads guests to the banqueting hall and the conference hall. 
Great effort was made to ensure that the interior of the building was completed within 
an exceptionally short time frame – sai also supported the execution of this work via 
onsite planning.

SECTION access to VIP area PHOTOGRAPHS Andreas J. Focke | Zooey Braun



MESSE CAMPUS 
München Messestadt Riem | 2004
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PROJECT Messe Campus, Joseph-Wild-Straße 20, Werner-Eckert-
Straße 9-11, Graf-zu-Castell-Straße 1, Hanns-Schwindt-Straße 17 | 
Munich Messestadt Riem, Germany USE office | commercial use | 

training centre | restaurants | underground garage COMPLETION 
2004 CUBATURE 119,321 m3  SERVICES all planning services | 

tender process | construction site management  NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS  
EUR 26,100,000  CLIENT Alpha Vermögensverwaltung und Beteiligungsmanagement 
GmbH & Co. KG | Feldkirchen 

PREMIUM OFFICE PREMISES IN THE NEW MESSESTADT DISTRICT OF 
MUNICH Messe Campus is a perimeter block located around a green inner courtyard, 
directly adjacent to the western entrance of Munich International Trade Fairs. The offices 
and training centre are located over four floors with an additional terrace on the north 
side. The exclusive fittings, innovative technology and sensational design have all made 
this complex a great success. The overall look is defined by the impressive wooden roof 
above the main entrance, which is supported by a row of narrow columns, and the 
coloured glass and wooden components of the façade. sai was responsible for design 
and construction site management, as well as for scheduling and budgeting. A high level 
of flexibility was fundamental to the building concept. This means that the rental areas 
can be easily combined according to the changing use of the space. The internal layout 
can be adapted to suit all office styles (cubicles, shared offices and open-plan offices). The 
centre-to-centre distance of 5.40 m and the façade grid of 1.35 m ensure economical use 
of the rented space.   
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PROJECT Parkstadt Schwabing I, Oskar-Schlemmer-Straße 13-15 and Walter-
Gropius-Straße 17 | Munich Schwabing, Germany  USE office | underground 
garage COMPLETION 2009 CUBATURE 70,000 m³ SERVICES all 

planning services NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 19,900,000 CLIENT 
Parkstadt Office Center Munich II GmbH & Co. KG | Gräfelfing URBAN AND 

LANDSCAPE PLANNING CONCEPT André Perret and Rainer Schmidt | Munich

PART OF ONE OF THE MOST AMBITIOUS URBAN PLANNING DEVELOPMENT 
PROJECTS IN MUNICH In 2006 sai was awarded the design contract for this office 
building in Parkstadt Schwabing thanks to its concept that brought the geometry of the 
park landscape planning into the floor plan design of the building. The state-of-the-
art offices appeal to both the architectural and economic requirements of tenants: in 
addition to design elements, like the illuminated house numbers of almost 2 metres in 
height, closer observation of the floor plans reveals the totally flexible room layout.   
This new city district is developing into one of the top office locations in Munich and 
thus more than earns its title as “the new address in Munich”. sai was also awarded the 
design contract for a second office building close by (Parkstadt Schwabing II).   
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VIEW of Parkstadt Schwabing II from the south-west SITE PLAN Parkstadt Schwabing 
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PROJECT Parkstadt Schwabing II, Oskar-Schlemmer-Straße 17-23 and 
Walter-Gropius-Straße 19-21 | Munich Schwabing, Germany USE 
office | underground garage COMPLETION 2010 CUBATURE 

132,000 m³ SERVICES all planning services NET CONSTRUCTION 
COSTS EUR 29,700,000 CLIENT Parkstadt Office Center Munich II GmbH 

& Co. KG | Gräfelfing URBAN AND LANDSCAPE PLANNING CONCEPT André 
Perret and Rainer Schmidt | Munich

PARKSTADT SCHWABING – THE NAME IS THE CONCEPT Right at the central 
park, the core element of an ambitious urban planning development project in Munich, 
sai designed and constructed this office building and underground garage. The 
concept of the park was to provide a calm oasis for the people working there; this is 
also demonstrated by the building and the spacious roof terraces. The clean lines of 
the striking façade define the building, which is located near to the airport with direct 
links to the city centre. The beautifully designed inner courtyards complete the flexible 
concept of the project. sai was also responsible for a second office building close by 
(Parkstadt Schwabing I).               



PAUL-WASSERMANN 3
München Messestadt Riem | 2003
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FLOOR PLAN of ground floor PERSPEKTIVE from north-west PHOTOGRAPHS 
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PROJECT Paul-Wassermann-Straße 3 | Munich Messestadt Riem, Germany    
USE office | commercial use | underground garage COMPLETION 2003 
CUBATURE 18,200 m3  SERVICES general planning | project management     
NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 5,300,000 CLIENT Wittmann + 

Wolf GbR | Ismaning

MODERN, EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE OFFICE BUILDING IN THE NEW 
MESSESTADT DISTRICT OF MUNICH sai was responsible for the general planning 
of the headquarters of a major German healthcare provider in Messestadt Riem, a new 
attractive district in the eastern area of Munich. The client was extremely pleased with 
the aesthetic and ergonomic detail of the office architecture, which can be adapted to 
suit changing needs. The use of a variety of materials like exposed concrete, aluminium, 
wood and glass creates an unmistakable architectural setting and a tasteful working 
environment. Concurrently to this project, sai was responsible for the Messe Campus 
offices and training centre, which were constructed in the same urban development area 
on the former site of Munich-Riem airport, creating a state-of-the-art trade fair centre.  



ARTEC FORUM
München Maxvorstadt | 2003
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PROJECT Artec Forum, Karlstraße 64-68 und Seidlstraße 23 | Munich 
Maxvorstadt, Germany USE office | underground garage COMPLETION 
2003 CUBATURE 81,788 m³ SERVICES all planning services 
NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 18,600,000 CLIENT ARTEC 

Vermögensverwaltungs GmbH & Co. | Pullach 

OFFICE WORK SPACES WITH MODERN FITTINGS IN MUNICH CITY CENTRE 
This complex consists of four buildings and includes green courtyards, creating space and 
light for this city centre project and high-quality spaces for relaxation. Attractive glazed 
linking bridges and contrasting combinations of the materials of glass and stone on the 
street side create a timeless modern architecture that is integrated into the existing 
context thanks to the sensitive handling of the adjacent buildings. Sustainable innovative 
solutions for technical equipment are very important for sai – therefore a building core 
cooling and heating system using groundwater was selected for this project. 
This building is used for the main part by one utility company and displays an exceptionally 
high level of floor plan adaptability. This exemplary quality led a prestigious property 
investment company adding the building to its funds assets.
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PROJECT Wilhelm-Hale-Straße 46a/46b | Munich Nymphenburg, Germany   
USE office | commercial use | underground garage COMPLETION 2004 
CUBATURE 89,273 m3  SERVICES all planning services | tender process | 

monitoring NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 18,800,000 CLIENT Simon 
Grundbesitz Zehnder & Partner AG & Co. KG | Grünwald 

OFFICE BUILDING IN THE MUNICH DISTRICT OF NYMPHENBURG This building 
is centrally located between Hirschgarten park and Munich main station and is arranged 
as three structures, connected from the first floor by a narrow transparent element. Stylish 
roof terraces provide panoramic views from Munich to the Alps. The office floor plans of 
the six floors can be arranged in different layouts and areas according to the needs of the 
tenants – from open-plan offices to office cubicles. To ensure high sustainability, a design 
principle that is of fundamental importance for sai, this high flexibility will facilitate any 
future changes in use.  



ZEPPELIN 
Ulm | 2000
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SECTION façade detail: shades ISOMETRY functional principle: Room extensions 
workshop hall and office building PHOTOGRAPHS Bauers Büro       

PROJECT Zeppelin | Ulm und Hamburg, Germany USE office | workshop 
hall | underground garage COMPLETION 2000 and 2001 CUBATURE 
22,183 m³ and 25,000 m³ SERVICES general planning and project 

management NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 3,700,000 and 
EUR 4,800,000 CLIENT Zeppelin GmbH | Garching

BRANCH OFFICES OF CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY COMPANY IN ULM 
AND HAMBURG Zeppelin GmbH wanted to create a new image for its branch offices, 
which would act as a symbol throughout Germany, illustrating a progressive, modern 
and reliable company. In the administration building and the workshop buildings, sai 
created an unmistakable exterior and was responsible for the general planning of the 
construction work. A high level of functionality and stability were required to match the 
modern exterior.    



LINDWURM 25
München Ludwigsvorstadt | 2003 
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PROJECT Lindwurmstraße 25 | Munich Ludwigsvorstadt  USE residential | 
offices | gym | retail | restaurants | underground garage COMPLETION 
2003 CUBATURE 17,000 m³ SERVICES all planning services NET 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 3,500,000 CLIENT CH Verwaltung 

GmbH + Co. Bauträger KG | München 

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING IN THE CENTRE OF MUNICH 
The building contains one section for commercial use (bistro, shop, dance studio, doctors’ 
practices and lawyers’ offices) and a residential section. The design by sai is characterised 
by a successful corner solution and the harmonious interplay between the material and 
colour of the façade, while completely adhering to regulations applying to this listed 
building area. The building meets the functional and architectural needs of different users 
and thus this ensemble is a popular location on one of the busiest streets in Munich.   
 



LEOPOLD CENTER 
München Schwabing  | 2002
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PROJECT Leopold Center, Leopoldstraße 254-256 | Munich Schwabing, 
Germany   USE office | commercial use | underground garage | fashion 
cluster COMPLETION 2002 CUBATURE 154,866 m3 SERVICES full 

planning services NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 11,600,000 CLIENT 
Haupt Wohnbau GmbH | Munich

A MULTIFUNCTIONAL BUILDING ON LEOPOLDSTRASSE IN MUNICH An 
American cosmetics company has located its German headquarters here; other well-
known fashion agencies also selected the building for their Munich offices thanks to 
its exterior elegance, interior light and its functionality. And so a vibrant fashion cluster 
was established; sai was responsible not only for the building design but also for 
creating a large number of impressive showrooms and shops. Two buildings are arranged 
around central stairways and connected by a column-supported structure, thus ensuring 
harmonious use by large and small companies.       



BETA 11
Unterföhring | 1999
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SKETCH design concept foyer PHOTOGRAPHS Alfred Müller 

PROJECT Betastraße 11 | Unterföhring, Germany USE office | underground 
garage COMPLETION 1999 CUBATURE 30,200 m³ SERVICES all 
planning services NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS EUR 6,300,000 CLIENT 

EM.TV & Merchandising AG | Unterföhring INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
AND DESIGN Gensler | London, UK 

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS IN MUNICH-UNTERFÖHRING An up-and-coming 
agency requested an exclusive new property for their company headquarters in Munich. 
In cooperation with an interior design office in London, sai designed and implemented 
all the architectural work. To meet the needs of a young dynamic creative industry, art 
installations of slate and high-quality timber were located in the access areas. The central 
wood-clad lift shaft provides harmonious colour accents in the spacious, light-filled foyer. 
A similar building was commissioned close by in the popular media location of Munich 
Nord; it was completed in 2000.   
 



MEDICENTER
Starnberg | 2003
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FLOOR PLAN of ground floor with gardens PHOTOGRAPHS Alfred Müller  | Klinikum 
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PROJECT MediCenter medical centre, Oßwaldstraße 1 | Starnberg, Germany 
USE medical specialists | rehabilitation centre | care centre | retail | 
restaurants | offices | underground garage COMPLETION 2003 CUBATURE 

22,200 m3 SERVICES general planning NET CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
EUR 6,000,000 CLIENT Haupt Wohnbau GmbH | Munich

MULTIFUNCTIONAL MEDICAL CENTRE, RESTFUL ATMOSPHERE, CLOSE TO 
NATURE When designing this building complex on the site of the Starnberg Clinic, 
sai aimed to create a structure that corresponded to the new challenge of a regional 
medical centre for all the family. The MediCenter provides modern spaces that allow close 
cooperation between doctors and the other service providers who work with the clinic, 
while at the same time ensuring that every patient experiences a friendly and relaxed 
atmosphere. In the larger of the two buildings, a refreshing water feature adds to the 
charm of the intimate courtyard, while visitors can wait in the pleasant atmosphere of 
the adjacent bistro. A common underground garage and short barrier-free passages bring 
the different areas of the health centre together. The vibrant colours of the sunscreens, 
the light installations in the entrance areas and the open view to the landscaped areas 
ensure a very pleasant stay.    
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